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Abstract— Vehicular networks are based on the wireless
exchange of information between vehicles and between vehicles
and road side units. To avoid overloading the radio channel,
different distributed congestion control mechanisms have been
proposed in the literature. A widely adopted mechanism to
control congestion is packet rate control. It controls the number
of packets that each vehicle transmits to the radio channel
through packet dropping. Packet dropping has been shown to
effectively improve the radio communications performance
thanks to the reduction of the channel load and packet collisions.
However, from the application perspective, packets dropped by
congestion control mechanisms are not transmitted and are
therefore lost. This paper demonstrates for the first time that,
while packet dropping can improve the performance at the radio
level, it degrades the performance at the application level. This
raises the question on whether current congestion control
protocols based on packet dropping are actually suitable for
vehicular networks.
Keywords—Vehicular networks, V2X networks, congestion
control, DCC Access, ETSI, Adaptive, Reactive, packet dropping,
ITS-G5, ns-3, open source.

I. INTRODUCTION
Connected vehicles are expected to improve traffic safety
and efficiency through V2V (Vehicle-to-Vehicle) and V2I
(Vehicle-to-Infrastructure) communications or, in general,
through V2X (Vehicle-to-Everything) communications. The
widespread deployment of connected vehicles and the
increasing number of applications and messages that need to be
transmitted could overload the radio channel. To avoid
overloading the radio channel, the use of adequate congestion
control protocols is of primary importance. This type of
protocols are used to control the channel load and interferences
generated. To this aim, they dynamically adapt the number of
packets transmitted by each vehicle, their transmission power
or their data rate.
Packet rate control is one of the most commonly used
congestion control mechanisms. It makes use of packet
dropping to control the number of packets that each vehicle
transmits to the radio channel. Packet rate control is part of the
DCC (Decentralized Congestion Control) framework defined
by ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute).
It is generally assumed that the use of packet dropping
improves the performance of vehicular networks. This is the
case because packet dropping reduces the number of packets
transmitted over the radio channel, and therefore the channel
load and packet collisions. This assumption can be considered
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true if the performance is measured at the radio level, because
the probability of correctly receiving a packet that has been
effectively transmitted increases. However, from the
application perspective, packets dropped by congestion control
mechanisms are not transmitted and are therefore lost (i.e. not
received by any nearby vehicle). As a result, the impact of
congestion control on the performance of vehicular
applications could be negative if the packet loses due to packet
dropping are not compensated by the reduction of the channel
load and packet collisions.
Previous studies have focused on the performance
evaluation of congestion control mechanisms at the radio level.
To the authors knowledge, there is no research that analyzes
the performance at the application level to determine if using
congestion control based on packet dropping actually has a
benefit or not. In this context, the main goal of this paper is to
analyze for the first time the impact of congestion control
based on packet dropping on the application-level performance
of vehicular networks and compare it with the radio-level
performance. This work utilizes the DCC Access protocol
defined by ETSI as a benchmark. We have conducted this
analysis for multiple scenarios and configurations, including
different traffic densities, different types of packets with the
same and different priorities, and the two DCC Access
approaches defined by ETSI (Reactive and Adaptive). The
obtained results demonstrate that congestion control based on
packet dropping has a negative impact on the performance at
the application level. The obtained results therefore question
the suitability of this type of protocols for vehicular networks.
II. ETSI DCC ACCESS
To control the radio channel congestion in vehicular
networks, ETSI has defined a DCC framework that includes
components at different layers of the protocol stack. All these
components have been particularly designed for the ITS-G5
technology. Most of the research conducted to date has focused
on the study and optimization of the DCC Access component
of the DCC framework. This component controls the data
traffic injected to the radio channel through packet dropping at
the Access layer. As part as DCC Access, two approaches have
been specified by ETSI [1]: Reactive and Adaptive. Different
studies have shown that the performance and stability of the
Reactive approach can be significantly challenged. For
example, [2] evaluated its performance for platooning, showing
its limitations due to its low granularity and threshold
parametrization. It also identified ways for improvement,
including more appropriate control criteria or novel control

algorithms. The work in [3] evaluated the performance of the
Reactive approach in terms of radio coverage range, delay and
DCC stability considering a time-varying traffic density,
showing the need for certain stabilization times. The Adaptive
approach was initially proposed in [4], which demonstrated its
good stability and convergence properties independently of the
number of vehicles. The work in [4] also showed that the
performance of the Adaptive approach can be significantly
higher than the performance achieved by the Reactive one.
Both approaches have also been compared in [5], where the
superior performance of Adaptive over Reactive was
demonstrated in terms of packet error ratio or packet inter
reception time. It is important to note that the focus of these
studies was on the radio communications performance, and did
not analyze the impact of packets losses due to dropping on the
application performance.
A. Control mechanisms
DCC Access controls the data traffic injected by each
vehicle to the radio channel for ITS-G5. It makes use of
Prioritization, Queuing and Flow Control mechanisms, as
described below.
All packets received by the DCC Access component from
the upper layers are first classified according to their priorities.
Four different priorities are differentiated, depending on the
four DCC Profiles (DPs): DP0, DP1, DP2 and DP3, where
DP0 has the highest priority. At the lower layers, these
priorities are mapped to the traffic categories of the ITS-G5
EDCA (Enhanced Distributed Channel Access). DCC Access
implements 4 different queues, each of them for one packet
priority or DCC Profile. Each queue follows a first-in-first-out
(FIFO) scheduling policy so that the packet that has been
waiting longer in the queue is transmitted first. The DCC
Access queuing mechanism drops those packets that have been
waiting in the queue for a time longer than their lifetime. When
a queue is full, no more packets are accepted.
Finally, flow control is applied to de-queue packets from
the DCC queues and send them to the lower layers for their
radio transmission. Packets with higher priorities are dequeued first. A packet is only de-queued if there is no packet
with a higher priority waiting in its corresponding queue. As a
result, lower priority packets can suffer from starvation and
never be transmitted. To control the rate of transmitted packets
per vehicle, two approaches have been defined in [1]: Reactive
and Adaptive. Both approaches adapt the time between
consecutive packet transmissions based on the CBR (Channel
Busy Ratio). CBR is defined as the percentage of time that the
channel is sensed as busy. These two approaches are described
below.
B. Reactive approach
The Reactive approach is based on a state machine where
the current state depends on the CBR and each state can only
be reached by a neighboring state. The Restrictive state is the
most stringent one, i.e. the one reached with the highest CBR.
The Relaxed state is the least stringent one. Intermediate states
called Active 1, Active 2, … Active n, can also be defined. The
number of states is not fixed and can be configured. For each
state, different radio transmission parameters can be defined to
control the channel load depending on the CBR. The ETSI

specification allows the adaptation of the data rate or the
transmission power, but in related studies only the packet rate
(i.e. the time between packet transmissions or Toff) is
configured differently in each state. In [1], a possible parameter
setting is provided as Informative Annex. In this setting, 5
states are defined, and only the packet rate is adapted following
the Toff values shown in Table I for scenarios where the packet
duration Ton is below 0.5ms. Following this table, if a vehicle
requires the transmission of e.g. 8 packets per second and the
channel load is 51% (State Active 3), DCC will only allow the
transmission of 4 packets per second and will drop the rest.
Other configurations are possible, but the one in Table I is one
of the most used ones.
TABLE I. MAPPING OF CBR VALUES TO STATES AND TOFF FOR TON=0.5MS [1]
State

CBR

Packet rate

Toff

Relaxed
Active 1
Active 2
Active 3
Restrictive

< 30%
30% to 39%
40% to 49%
50% to 65%
> 65%

20 Hz
10 Hz
5 Hz
4 Hz
1 Hz

50 ms
100 ms
200 ms
250 ms
1000 ms

C. Adaptive approach
The Adaptive approach makes use of a linear control
process to adapt the packet rate of each vehicle. This process is
designed to make the CBR converge to a target value
CBRtarget=68%. To this aim, it adapts the parameter δ, which is
a unitless value that represents the maximum fraction of time
that a vehicle is allowed to transmit. The parameter δ is
updated every 200 ms based on the difference between the
current CBR and the target CBR. Then, the computed δ is used
to calculate the time between packet transmissions (Toff), taking
into account the duration of the current packet (Ton). This
approach has been shown to converge to a stable solution in
steady state [4]. More details about the parameters and
equations can be found in [1].
III. EVALUATION
A. Settings
To conduct this study, we have developed a module for the
network simulator ns-3 that implements the DCC Access
protocol defined in [1] and described in the Section II. This
module has been tested with ns-3.26 and ns-3.20, but can be
easily integrated in other versions of ns-3. We also plan to
integrate it into the iTETRIS (an Integrated Wireless and
Traffic Platform for Real-Time Road Traffic Management
Solutions) simulation platform [6]. The source code developed
by the authors for this work is made available in [7], where
instructions and examples have also been published.
The simulations conducted consider a highway scenario of
5km with 6 lanes (3 lanes in each direction). In this scenario,
vehicles move at 100 km/h, and 3 different traffic densities
have been simulated: 60, 120 and 180 veh/km. The simulation
time was set to 100 seconds. Only the vehicles located in the
2km around the center of the simulation scenario are used to
collect the results to avoid boundary effects.
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(a) No DCC
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Fig. 1. PDF of the CBR experienced for different traffic densities and DCC configurations, when all packets are configured with the same priority (DP2).

At the Facilities layer, all vehicles periodically generate
CAMs (Cooperative Awareness Messages) and CPMs
(Collective Perception Messages). CAMs contain the position,
speed and basic status information of the transmitting vehicle.
CPMs contain the position and speed of the objects that are
detected by the vehicles’ onboard sensors (e.g. radar, lidar,
etc.). Following [8], in this study CAMs are generated at the
Facilities layer at 3 Hz with a payload of 350 Bytes. Based on
[9], each vehicle generates CPMs at a rate of 8.5 Hz with a
payload of 261 Bytes. CAMs are configured with a DP2
priority following the ETSI specifications. Different
simulations have been performed considering CPMs as DP2
and DP3, since ETSI has not decided yet its final value [10].
DCC Access has been configured following [1]. The queue
length of all DCC queues in this study is 10 packets, and the
life-time of each packet is equal to 1 second. The CBR is
locally measured by each vehicle every 100 ms. The Reactive
approach has been configured with 5 states following Table I.
The Adaptive approach has been configured following [1], and
in particular with a CBRtarget of 68%.
All vehicles are equipped with an ITS-G5 radio interface.
All packets are transmitted using the 6Mbps data rate (QPSK –
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying – with coding rate 1/2) over a
10MHz channel at the 5.9GHz frequency band. The
transmission power is 23dBm. The sensing power threshold
has been set equal to -85dBm. The propagation effects are
modeled using the Winner+ B1 propagation model following
the 3GPP guidelines for V2X simulations [11].
B. Performance at application and radio levels
To understand the impact of DCC, it is important to
analyze the channel load experienced and the behavior of each
DCC approach. Fig. 1a plots the PDF (Probability Density
Function) of the CBR experienced by the vehicles when DCC
is not used for the three traffic densities considered. As it can
be observed, a CBR of around 20%-40% is experienced in the
low traffic density scenario. The CBR increases to 50%-70%
for the intermediate traffic density, and it goes up to around
70%-80% for the highest traffic density.
Fig. 1b shows the CBR when all vehicles use the Reactive
approach and all packets are configured with the same priority
(DP2). Following Table I, the Reactive approach limits the
packet rate to 10Hz for CBR levels between 30% and 40%. As
a result, Reactive drops around 5% of packets in the low traffic

density scenario, and reduces the maximum CBR experienced
to around 35%. The percentage of packets dropped by DCC
can be observed in Fig. 2. In the intermediate traffic density
scenario, Reactive limits the packet rate to 4Hz-5Hz and
reduces the CBR to around 40%, dropping more than 30% of
packets (Fig. 2). In the highest traffic density scenario, the
packet rate is limited to 1Hz most of the time and the CBR is
reduced to 35%-50%. In this scenario, more than 50% of
packets are dropped by DCC. The results in Fig. 1 therefore
show how the Reactive approach drastically reduces the CBR
through packet dropping, while a significant portion of the
bandwidth remains free.
Fig. 1c shows how the Adaptive approach limits the
maximum CBR experienced to 68%. In the low and
intermediate traffic density scenarios, the CBR is most of the
time below the target 68%. As a result, it does not drop nearly
any packet in these two scenarios, as shown in Fig. 2. The
Adaptive approach starts dropping a significant percentage of
packets in the high traffic density scenario, because the CBR
approximates to the target value (68%). In this scenario, more
than 25% of packets are dropped by the Adaptive approach, as
illustrated in Fig. 2. The results shown in Fig. 2 clearly show
that a non-negligible percentage of packets can be dropped by
DCC and therefore not transmitted.
To evaluate the performance of DCC, we use the PDR
(Packet Delivery Ratio) metric at the radio and application
levels. At the radio level, the PDR is defined as the probability
of correctly receiving a message that has been effectively
transmitted over the radio channel. It has been computed as the
ratio between received and transmitted packets. The PDR at the

Fig. 2. Packets dropped by DCC for different traffic densities and DCC
configurations, when all packets are configured with the same priority.

radio level is therefore influenced by the propagation and
interference (i.e. packet collisions) effects. At the application
level, the PDR is defined as the probability of correctly
receiving a packet generated by the Facilities layer. It is hence
calculated as the ratio between received and generated packets.
The PDR at the application level is therefore influenced by the
packets dropped by DCC, in addition to the propagation and
interference effects. When a packet is dropped by DCC, it is
not effectively transmitted, and represents a packet loss for the
application.

PDR (%)

PDR (%)

Fig. 3 shows the PDR levels at the radio and application
levels for the high traffic density scenario (180 veh/km) when
all packets are configured as DP2. The results in Fig. 3a show
that both Reactive and Adaptive can improve the PDR at the
radio level compared to the scenario without DCC. However,
Fig. 3b shows that, despite the improvements at the radio level
(Fig. 3a), congestion control based on packet dropping actually
degrades the performance at the application level. These results
give reasons to doubt about the suitability of current packet
dropping mechanisms for vehicular networks to control
congestion. This degradation is produced because a very
significant percentage of packets generated by the Facilities
layer are not correctly received; they are simply dropped by
DCC and not even transmitted. The degradation observed at
the application level is especially higher for the Reactive
approach, due to its higher percentage of packets dropped (Fig.
2) and lower PDR at the radio level. The lower PDR at the
radio level is produced because vehicles tend to synchronize
with each other when using Reactive, change their Toff
simultaneously and transmit at the same time. As a result,

PDR (%)

PDR (%)

(a) Radio level
(b) Application level
Fig. 3. PDR at the radio and application levels for different DCC
configurations, when all packets have the same priority (DP2). Traffic
density: 180 veh/km.

(a) Radio level
(b) Application level
Fig. 4. PDR at the radio and application levels for different DCC
configurations, when all packets have the same priority (DP2). Traffic
density: 120 veh/km.

Reactive generates a significant amount of collisions [5].
Fig. 4 shows analogous results, but considering a traffic
density of 120 veh/km. In this scenario, almost no packets are
dropped by the Adaptive approach (Fig. 2). As a consequence,
nearly the same PDR curves (at the radio and application
levels) are obtained with the Adaptive approach and without
DCC. In this scenario, the Reactive approach still drops an
important number of packets and therefore degrades
significantly the PDR at the application level. In the low traffic
density scenario (60 veh/km - figure not shown due to space
limitations), almost no packets are dropped by DCC, and
therefore all PDR curves overlap, irrespective of the traffic
density and DCC approach. The obtained results for medium
and low densities show that using DCC does not provide any
benefit when evaluating the PDR at the application level.
C. Packet prioritization
We have also evaluated a scenario where CAMs and CPMs
have different priorities. CAMs have been configured as DP2
(higher priority) and CPMs as DP3 (lower priority). Following
the simple queuing mechanism described in Section II, a CPM
is only de-queued by DCC and transmitted when there is no
CAM in the queue. As a consequence, in the scenarios
considered, DCC does not discard almost any CAM and only
CPMs are discarded. This can be observed in Table II, that
presents the percentage of packets discarded for the three
traffic densities considered. The table shows that in scenarios
with different packet priorities, packet dropping nearly
exclusively affects the packets with lowest priority. In this
study, this results in that up to 70% of the low priority packets
are discarded, while almost no high priority packets are
dropped.
TABLE II. PACKETS DROPPED BY DCC WHEN CAMS ARE CONFIGURED AS
DP2 AND CPMS AS DP3
Reactive

Adaptive

Traffic
density

CAM

CPM

CAM

CPM

60 veh/km
120 veh/km
180 veh/km

0.09 %
0.05 %
0.10 %

5.9 %
40.3 %
70.4 %

0.08 %
0.03 %
0.07 %

0.8 %
2.2 %
37.2 %

D. Mixed traffic scenarios
Vehicles can use either Reactive or Adaptive approaches.
We have therefore extended the previous analysis with a
scenario with a mix of vehicles using Reactive and Adaptive
considering an intermediate traffic density of 120 veh/km and
all packets configured as DP2. Fig. 5 shows the PDR at the
application level considering a mix of vehicles using Reactive
and Adaptive. These results demonstrate that the best
performance is achieved when DCC is not used. We can also
observe that the vehicles using Reactive experience a
significantly lower application performance than the vehicles
using Adaptive. This is mainly due to the higher percentage of
packets dropped by Reactive. In fact, in mixed scenarios, the
Adaptive approach does not drop almost any packet in any of
the scenarios. This is the case because the vehicles using
Reactive start dropping packets at lower CBR values than the
vehicles using Adaptive, and maintain the CBR below the
target of Adaptive. More than 90% of packets are dropped by

DCC Reactive in the scenario where only 25% of vehicles use
Reactive and 75% use Adaptive. When the percentage of
vehicles using Reactive increases, more vehicles drop packets
(i.e. the ones using Reactive), and therefore each of them has to
drop less packets to reduce the CBR. As a result, the PDR
experienced at the application level by vehicles using Reactive
improves as the percentage of vehicles using Reactive
increases. However, the increase of this percentage degrades
the PDR of the vehicles that use Adaptive. This is the case
because they also tend to synchronize with the vehicles using
Reactive. This synchronization provokes packet collisions,
degrading the PDR at the radio and application levels. The
results obtained show again that the best performance at the
application level is achieved when DCC is not used. When
DCC is used, the results demonstrate that the highest
performance is achieved when no vehicle implements the
Reactive
approach
and
therefore
discourage
its
implementation.

alternative to avoid reducing the packet rate while maintaining
the CBR is the reduction of the transmission power and/or the
increase of the data rate (modulation and coding scheme) [14].
Reducing the transmission power decreases the communication
and interference ranges. Increasing the data rate decreases the
packet duration, and also reduces the communication range.
This reduction of the communication range to maintain the
packet transmission rate can be a reasonable option from the
application’s perspective, especially for those vehicles driving
slower (that do not require a long communication range).
Further studies will be needed to analyze all these mechanisms
as a complement or substitute of packet dropping for
congestion control.
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